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ABSTRACT: Due to the changing global climate, the role of renewable energy
sources is of increasing importance. Hydrogen can play an important role as an
energy carrier in the transition from fossil fuels. However, to ensure safe
operations, a highly reliable and sensitive hydrogen sensor is required for leakage
detection. We present a sensor design with purely optical readout that reliably
operates between 50 and 100,000 ppm. The building block of the sensor is a
reactive sample that consists of a layered structure with palladium nanodisks as the
top layer and changes its optical properties depending on the external hydrogen
partial pressure. We use a ﬁber-coupled setup consisting of an LED, a sensor body
containing the reactive sample, and a photodiode to probe and read out the
reﬂectance of the sample. This allows separation of the explosive detection area
from the operating electronics and thus comes with an inherent protection against
hydrogen ignition by electronic malfunctions. Our results prove that this sensor
design provides a large detection range, fast response times, and enhanced
robustness against aging compared to conventional thin-ﬁlm technologies. Especially, the simplicity, feasibility, and scalability of the
presented approach yield a holistic approach for industrial hydrogen monitoring.
KEYWORDS: hydrogen, hydrogen detection, plasmonics, optical sensing, large-area nanofabrication, palladium, thermodynamics
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of these approaches have provided novel materials and
nanostructure compositions for the chemically active sample,
they have not yet proven the feasible integrability into a
compact and robust sensor design. For this reason, this
publication aims to present a holistic and cost-eﬃcient sensor
concept that operates from 50 to 100,000 ppm ambient
hydrogen and is consistently optimized for industrial requirements. While the presented sensor concept allows an easy
integration of diﬀerent reactive sample types, we utilize a lowcost and highly scalable multilayer structure with palladium
nanodisks as the reference system.
The sensor consists of three major parts. A reactive sample is
embedded in the sensor body that is situated in the sensing
area. Spatially separated electronics power the light-emitting
diode (LED) and the photodiode (PD). The LED (Roithner
LED780-PD010-40D52) and PD (Osram SFH203P) are
connected to the sensor body only with collimators (Thorlabs
F220 SMA-B) and optical ﬁbers (Thorlabs M37L02) so that
all electronic parts can be safely operated far outside of the
potentially explosive environment. Figure 1b demonstrates the

ustainable solutions for energy generation and storage are
inevitable to reduce the eﬀects of climate change.
Hydrogen plays a key role in the transition to a climateneutral energy grid due to its eﬃcient and pollution-free
applicability as chemical energy storage. Its capabilities as
power-to-gas energy storage for renewable energy sources and
as a fuel for sustainable mobility concepts have been examined
extensively in recent years.1,2 However, due to the ﬂammability
of hydrogen, the increasing amount of commercially available
hydrogen storages requires economically feasible but highly
reliable hydrogen monitoring systems. Besides that, robust and
sensitive hydrogen sensors are also needed for other
applications like the surveillance of incipient transformer
failure.3,4 Currently, there are various electronically operated
hydrogen sensors that are based on catalytic combustion or
thermal and electrical conductivity measurements. Unfortunately, the electronic readout of the sensing element is often
disadvantageous if inherent safety, compactness, and inline
operations at harsh conditions are required. Optically driven
sensor designs can overcome these challenges since they allow
separation of the contactless optical readout from the
electronic post-processing and are thus also inherently
protected against unintended hydrogen ignition by electronic
malfunctions. The recent advances in nanofabrication and
plasmonics gave rise to a variety of novel applications.5−10 It
particularly enabled a large number of approaches for purely
optical and highly sensitive hydrogen sensors.11−20 While most
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mechanical measures, the disordered arrangement of the Pd
nanostructures provides a highly angle-independent optical
response due to the disorder-induced broadening of diﬀraction
eﬀects.23,24 A detailed analysis of the positional ordering of the
nanostructures can be found in the Supporting Information.

■

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The chemically active sample consists of a silica substrate with a gold
mirror as the bottom layer, a magnesium ﬂuoride (MgF2) spacer layer,
and the palladium nanodisks as the top layer. A thin chromium (Cr)
or titanium (Ti) adhesion layer with a thickness of around 5 nm is
used for better stability of the gold layer. The dimensions of the MgF2
spacer layer and the palladium nanostructures are decisive for the
sensitivity and the optical properties of the sensor, while the thickness
of the gold layer (120 nm) only needs to be clearly above the skin
depth to avoid transmission. Here, 100 nm MgF2 and 20 nm Pd are
deposited onto the substrate with electron beam vapor deposition.
Colloidal etching lithography is carried out using polystyrene (PS)
beads with a diameter of 220 nm and follows the methodology that is
described by Walter et al.21 Figure S6 indicates that using PS beads of
this diameter yields palladium disks with a diameter of roughly 250
nm. The fabrication process enables tunable plasmonic resonances in
the visible and near-infrared wavelength range, with macroscopic
sample extents up to several centimeters. The resonance frequency
and scattering characteristics of the sample can be easily tuned by
changing the diameter of the PS beads and changing the spacer
thickness. The former also provides a tuning method for the sample
response time as it aﬀects the surface-to-volume ratio of the palladium
disks.
The data presented in this work is either acquired with the sensor
unit in Figure 1 or with a bright-ﬁeld microspectroscopy setup that
provides the possibility to spectrally characterize the reactive samples
and to modify the ambient temperature for isothermal measurements.

Figure 1. Design of the sensor body and reactive sample. (a) The
body of the sensor is made of stainless steel. Two optical ﬁbers on top
of the sensor connect the reactive sample with the external LED and
PD. The gas ﬂow is ensured by the pipes on the sides of the sensor.
(b) Light from an LED impinges on the surface of the reactive sample
with an angle of 17°, and the reﬂected light is coupled into the PD
ﬁber. The position of the sample in the sensor body assures laminar
gas ﬂow on the sample surface. (c) A layered structure on top of a
glass substrate constitutes the reactive sample. The dielectric MgF2
layer separates the lower gold mirror and the top palladium nanodisks,
which provides enhanced sensitivity to hydrogen exposure.

sensing principle, which is based on nearly monochromatic
optical reﬂectance measurements. The light from the LED is
coupled into the sensor body via a ﬁber and illuminates the
reactive sample, which reﬂects the light toward the ﬁbercoupled PD. The reactive sample is designed such that the
amount of reﬂected light critically depends on the hydrogen
content in the vicinity of the sample, yielding a hydrogen
concentration-dependent reﬂection signal. While the sample
design is deduced from the plasmonic perfect absorber
presented by Liu et al.,12 the top layer consists of palladium
nanostructures that are fabricated with the ﬁnancially feasible
and highly scalable colloidal etching lithography.21 Palladium
nanostructures have established themselves as reference
hydrogen sensing materials due to their short response times
and signiﬁcant but reversible change of the optical properties
upon hydrogen exposure at room temperature.11,13,18,20
The perfect absorber design provides robustness against
ﬂuctuations of the incidence angle and polarization with
enhanced relative reﬂectance changes due to the strong
absorbance in the absence of hydrogen.22,23 Slightly higher
reﬂectances are preferred in this study since recent work has
suggested that this can be beneﬁcial for the sensor sensitivity.24
Nevertheless, the samples are designed such that the
reﬂectance of the nanostructured samples is lowest in the
absence of hydrogen and increases with the amount of ambient
hydrogen. This enables to infer the hydrogen partial pressure
from the reﬂected intensity using a suitable physical model that
links the optical and thermodynamic quantities.25 The
computational modeling is primarily possible due to the wellexamined thermodynamics of the interaction of hydrogen with
palladium nanoparticles.26−31
To prevent the sensor signal from being disturbed by
mechanical movements or misalignments, the sensor body has
a thread-based architecture that provides tight fastening of the
collimators and the ﬁbers. The sample holder is speciﬁcally
designed to prevent any sample movement. Besides these

Figure 2. Sensing concept. The data is acquired using a bright-ﬁeld
microspectroscopy setup. (a) Changing the hydrogen partial pressure
from 0 to 100 mbar changes the lineshape of the plasmonic resonance.
This allows for either tracking the resonance wavelength or reading
out the reﬂected intensity at a certain wavelength. Since the latter is
more feasible for a compact and cost-eﬃcient sensor design, the
reﬂected intensity is read out at 780 nm in this case. (b) Tracking the
normalized and baseline-corrected reﬂectance at 780 nm while
varying the hydrogen partial pressure leads to a hydrogen
concentration-dependent sensor response. A strong signal shift that
originates from the phase transition of the palladium nanodisks can be
observed at external hydrogen partial pressures above 20 mbar.
The microspectroscopy setup consists of a Princeton Instruments
IsoPlane 160 grating monochromator with a Peltier-cooled Princeton
Instruments PIXIS 256 CCD camera that is attached to a Nikon
Eclipse LV100 upright microscope. In this setup, the reactive sample
is placed in a custom-made gas ﬂow cell that is temperature-controlled
with a Peltier element and a Meerstetter Engineering TEC controller.
The microspectroscopy setup is used to examine the optical and
thermodynamic characteristics of the chemically active sample. We
assume that this a valid measure for assessing the sensor unit
performance as the signal dynamics are mainly determined by the
reactive sample and less by the measurement environment.
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nonlinearity and hysteresis are due to the phase transition from αto β-phase palladium upon hydrogen exposure above a critical
hydrogen partial pressure.26,32 The critical pressure depends not only
on the ambient temperature but generally also on the dimensions of
the palladium nanostructures. Furthermore, the phase transition also
aﬀects the diﬀusion coeﬃcient,25

Comparing the data recorded with both setups (e.g., the phase
transitions in Figures 3a and 5) indicates that this is a valid
assumption.

i ΔE y 1 ∂ ln pH2
DH = D0expjjjj− a zzzz
k RT { 2 ∂ ln c H

(1)

which determines the diﬀusion rate of hydrogen atoms into the
palladium lattice and thus the response time of the sensor. In this
notation, D0 is a scaling factor, ΔEa is the activation energy, R is the
ideal gas constant, T is the temperature, pH2 is the external hydrogen
partial pressure, and cH is the H/Pd fraction within the palladium
nanostructures. In plasmonics, it is commonly assumed that the signal
changes linearly with cH,19,27,33−35 which is why Figure 3a can be
understood in terms of a pressure−composition isotherm though
showing the pressure−signal dependency. The slopes of these
pressure−composition isotherms allow estimation of the signal rise
time by assuming correlation between the rise time and the diﬀusion
coeﬃcient in eq 1. Figure 3 demonstrates that this results in a very
good qualitative agreement with the experimentally acquired 10−90%
signal rise times for diﬀerent temperatures. Higher temperatures are
usually beneﬁcial for the sensor performance since the nonlinear
phase transition takes place at higher hydrogen partial pressures while
the response times are signiﬁcantly shortened. However, especially for
compact inline measurements, there is often no possibility to
inﬂuence the present conditions. For that reason, Teutsch et al.
have shown that it is indeed possible to model the temperaturedependent, nonlinear, and hysteretic sensor response of the
chemically active sample that is discussed here.25 Furthermore, it
has been shown recently that a substantially less complex sensor
response is obtained by alloying the palladium with relatively high
amounts of gold19,20,35,36 or using tantalum (Ta)- and hafnium (Hf)based samples at relatively high temperatures (90−120 °C).34,37
Depending on the user requirements, this can be utilized to further
simplify the usability and analysis of the sensing scheme presented in
this work.
The previously discussed microspectroscopy measurements examined the critical processes within the reactive sample. However, to
reliably evaluate the presented sensing scheme, it is essential to verify
the performance of the reactive sample within our custom-made
sensor unit. Figures 4 and 5 review the holistic sensor design for three
requirements vital for most industrial gas sensing applications. These
requirements involve the lower sensing limit, the signal stability, and
aging eﬀects that aﬀect the dynamics and sensitivity of the sensor.
The arguably most relevant requirements for hydrogen sensors are
the detection range and particularly the lower sensing limit. The
pressure−composition isotherms in Figure 3 vividly demonstrate that
the signal shifts are distinguishable up to approximately 100,000 ppm.
This is suﬃcient for most sensing applications due to the lower
explosion limit of hydrogen at about 40,000 ppm.38 In contrast to
that, the requirements for the lower sensing limit are highly
dependent on the speciﬁc use case. While the monitoring of incipient
transformer failure requires a reliable sensor performance around 500
ppm,3 leakage detection in high-pressure electrolysis facilities might
require the detection of even lower hydrogen levels. Nevertheless,
common speciﬁcations of the lower sensing limit range 100−1000
ppm.39,40 Exposing the sensor unit for 200 s to diﬀerent H2/N2
mixtures between 50 and 2000 ppm reveals that the lower sensing
levels are covered very well by the sensor. Since the signal-to-noise
ratio at 50 ppm hydrogen is just above 1, this is deﬁned as the lower
sensing limit of the presented sensor unit. The curved baseline in the
low-concentration measurements originates from the incomplete
desorption of hydrogen in the palladium nanodisks and can be
avoided by using longer ﬂushing cycles. The longer response time is
likely due to the low probability that hydrogen molecules are
adsorbed at the palladium surface at such low concentrations.

Figure 3. Temperature dependence and hysteresis of the saturation
signal and signal rise time. The isothermal data was recorded at 25
and 40 °C with a microspectroscopy setup and evaluated at 600 nm.
The signal in panel (a) is assumed to be linearly proportional to the
hydrogen concentration in the palladium nanodisks. Filled/empty
circles correspond to the absorption/desorption phase of the
hydrogen into the palladium nanodisks. The decreased equilibrium
signal at higher temperatures indicates that less hydrogen is
incorporated in the palladium lattice. This eﬀect shifts the palladium
phase transition to higher external hydrogen partial pressures, which
consequently extends the sensing range of the sensor unit. The 10−
90% signal rise times τ are shown in panel (b) in dependence of
diﬀerent external hydrogen partial pressures. The response times
unveil that the diﬀusion is enhanced at higher temperatures and
signiﬁcantly slows down at the phase transition from α- to β-phase
palladium.
Independent of the optical measuring setup, the required H2/N2
mixtures and ﬂow rates are set with Coriolis mass ﬂow controllers
(Bronkhorst). The gas ﬂows perpendicular to the sample surface to
ensure a constant gas concentration at the sample site. Special care
has been taken in the sensor design to ensure laminar gas ﬂow within
the sensor body. All measurements are conducted at a total ambient
pressure of 1 atm so that the gas concentrations can be deduced from
their partial pressures according to Dalton’s law. The sensor
performance is typically probed by stepwise increasing and decreasing
the hydrogen concentration with intermediate nitrogen ﬂushing steps
to assess the sensor response and recovery times. This is only diﬀerent
for the acquisition of the pressure−composition isotherms in Figure
3a for which the hydrogen concentrations are gradually increased and
decreased.
Figure 2 demonstrates the sensing principle using spectral data
from the microspectroscopy setup. In the absence of hydrogen, a
broad plasmonic resonance with low reﬂectance is observed. Exposing
the sample to hydrogen causes changes in the spectrally resolved
reﬂectance due to the hydrogenation of the palladium nanostructures.
The idea behind the deployed measuring scheme is to record the
reﬂectance of the sample at a single wavelength and thereby track the
H2-dependent change of the reﬂected intensity. These monochromatic reﬂectance measurements oﬀer an easy to implement measuring
scheme that can be adapted eﬀortlessly to the needs of the speciﬁc
application. However, this sensor concept requires wise selection of
the readout wavelength to ensure optimal sensor performance. While
it remains a good rule of thumb to choose the wavelength at the
resonance ﬂanks, the precise determination of the optimal wavelength
is also dependent on the presence of noise. An eﬀective methodology
to determine a suitable readout wavelength is presented in Figure S3.
This methodology could be included as part of the sensor calibration
with regard to industrial applications. Figure 3 indicates that the signal
depends highly nonlinearly on the applied hydrogen concentration.
Additionally, hysteresis of the measured signal is observed so that the
signal depends not only on the current hydrogen partial pressure but
also on the previously applied partial pressures. The signal
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Remarkable signal stability is observed at low concentrations of
300−10,000 ppm and a gas exposure time of 600 s (Figure 4b). In
this case, no nonlinear baseline is present because of the longer gas
exposure time, which allows full dehydrogenation of the palladium
nanostructures. This reconﬁrms that the nonlinear baseline in Figure
4a is indeed due to incomplete dehydrogenation. The signal rise and
recovery times, as well as the signal shifts, remain almost constant
during more than 4 h of permanent H2/N2 exposure. The signal
actually barely changes over more than 12 h, as depicted in the
Supporting Information (Figure S2). This indicates that the presented
sensor unit operates reliably under repeated hydrogen exposure. This
short-term stability originates not least from the freedom of spatial
expansion of the palladium nanostructures during the hydrogen
incorporation. Because of that, nanostructures are more resistant
against stresses and strains during hydrogenation compared to thinﬁlm-based hydrogen sensors without adhesion layers.41
While palladium nanostructures are very robust against stressinduced damage, they are particularly susceptible to catalytic
deactivation due to poisoning with carbon monoxide, nitrogen
dioxide, and sulfur.20,42 Figure 5 demonstrates how the sensor
response is strongly aﬀected by aging eﬀects. Especially, the time
constants are signiﬁcantly lowered after storing the reactive sample for
4 months at standard conditions (approx. T = 20 °C and p = 1 atm).
However, the performance of the sample can be partially restored by
heating the reactive sample at 160 °C for 2 h. While this almost fully
recovers the equilibrium signal, the signal rise and recovery times
remain particularly worse at hydrogen partial pressures around the
palladium phase transition. However, frequently heating the sample
during automated maintenance intervals at optimized temperatures
and heating durations is a promising approach to signiﬁcantly lower
the eﬀects of poisoning. This heating procedure can safely be carried
out in situ at the sensing site since the autoignition temperature of
hydrogen in air is around 500 °C43 and is thus signiﬁcantly higher
than the required maintenance temperatures. Currently, there are two
major options that enable in situ heating of the reactive sample. First,
it is possible to utilize the highly light absorbing reactive sample to
introduce heat by adequately increasing the optical power of the light
source. While this is certainly the most compact and viable option, it
requires good control over the optical power and a relatively powerful
light source. The second option to introduce heat into the sensor is by
heating the mechanical sensor body with, for example, oil-based heat
exchangers. Both options provide the possibility to heat the reactive
sample without requiring electronics at the sensor site and therefore
are particularly suitable for the presented sensor concept.
There are also various approaches to prevent the palladium
poisoning instead of recovering the sample performance after the
poisoning. Most of these approaches are based on chemically active
diﬀusion barriers. Strohfeldt et al.15 have utilized a 3 nm thick
platinum capping layer that signiﬁcantly reduces aging of thin-ﬁlm and
nanostructured palladium-based hydrogen sensor designs. Similarly,
Nugroho et al.20 have suggested that a 35 nm PMMA coating can be
utilized as a selective membrane that provides strongly improved
protection against various trace gases and simultaneously reduces the
sensor response time. Thus, by combining the protective layers with
the heating procedure presented in this work, it is possible to obtain a
very fast, sensitive, and ﬁnancially feasible sensor design with highly
enhanced long-term stability.

Article

Figure 4. Lower sensing limit and signal stability. (a) Low hydrogen
pressures down to 0.05 mbar (50 ppm, leftmost blue bar) can still be
distinguished from the electronic noise at a readout wavelength of 780
nm. The nonlinear baseline is due to the incomplete dehydrogenation
of the palladium that results from a short gas exposure time of only
200 s. (b) The signal remains stable during the full measurement
period of more than 4 h. No nonlinear baseline is present anymore
due to a longer gas exposure time of 600 s. This reinforces the ﬁnding
that the observed baseline drifts mainly originate from incomplete
dehydrogenation of the palladium nanodisks. In fact, the signal is very
stable for almost 12 h as it is shown in Figure S2 of the Supporting
Information. The reﬂected intensities are recorded using the custom
sensor design and are linearly baseline-corrected and subsequently
normalized.

Figure 5. Aging of the reactive sample. Incorporation of sulﬁdes,
carbon monoxide, and other molecules in the lattice of the palladium
nanodisks perturbs the diﬀusion dynamics in the plasmonic structure.
This noticeably slows down the response time of the hydrogen sensor.
However, heating the reactive samples for 2 h at 160 °C rejuvenates
the sample and partially restores the sensor dynamics. The
measurements are performed at 780 nm using the custom sensor
design, and all reﬂected intensities are linearly baseline-corrected and
normalized.

and the multilayered sensor design deduced from the idea of
plasmonic perfect absorbers.12,22 The careful selection of the
readout wavelength plays a key role in optimizing the sensor
performance (see Figure S3). It was shown that the highly
nonlinear, hysteretic, and temperature-dependent sensor
response originates from the thermodynamic nature of the
palladium (de)hydrogenation that can be modeled with
appropriate physical models.25
This is an important milestone toward the eﬃcient
determination of ambient hydrogen concentrations from the
corresponding signal change of purely optical hydrogen sensor
designs. Moreover, the presented sensor exhibits excellent
short-term stability while being repeatedly exposed to low
hydrogen contents over several hours. Strong degradation of
the sensor performance is observed only after a few months
due to poisoning with ambient trace gases. The initial
performance was partially restored by a dedicated heating
procedure of the reactive sample. An improved maintenance

■

CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have presented a ﬁnancially feasible sensor
design that does not limit itself to the discussion of a novel
chemically active sample design but also provides a holistic and
industrially applicable sensor setup. Despite the simplicity of
the nearly monochromatic reﬂectance measurements, a lower
detection limit of only 50 ppm hydrogen and short 10−90%
response times of a few tens of seconds were achieved. This
remarkable performance was enabled by the nanostructured
palladium disks that provide a high surface-to-volume fraction
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scheme that promises to lower irreversible sample damage was
proposed in this work. Complementing this in situ
maintenance scheme with protective platinum, PMMA, or
PMMA-PTFE tandem coatings is a very promising option to
provide enhanced robustness of palladium-based reactive
samples with long-term stability at harsh environmental
conditions.15,20 Furthermore, recent studies have indicated
that good signal stability in synthetic air is provided by ternary
PdAuCu systems.44 The simple integrability of such samples
into the presented sensor unit stresses the ﬂexibility of the
presented architecture and can yield one of the ﬁrst purely
optical and industrially applicable hydrogen sensors that meets
most of the speciﬁcations39 with hardly any need for further
cost, compactness, and performance optimizations. Improved
readout electronics and an ultrastable current source could
possibly take our sensor into the single-digit ppm region.
Nevertheless, we want to emphasize that not only the lower
detection limit determines the suitability of a sensor for a
certain industrial application. Since the precise requirements
depend on the operational scenario, our sensor body
architecture is designed to work with any reactive sample
that changes the reﬂectivity upon hydrogen exposure. A
comprehensive review on a large number of potentially suitable
optical hydrogen sensors is provided by Zhang et al.45
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